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Abstract 

 

The heat transfer characteristic of R32, R22 and R152a during condensation were experimentally investigated in a horizontal mini 

channels. The experiments used different parameters like saturation temperature, mass flux, vapour quality, channel diameter, 

channel geometry and thermos physical properties on the heat transfer coefficients. Several literatures are used to find a assessment 

correlations. Condensation heat transfer correlations and theoretical solutions are used to predict the experimental data in this 

research.   
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 Condensation: 

Condensation is the heat transfer process of water vapour in the air is changed into liquid vapour means phase change into vapour 

to liquid. Condensation occurs when the temperature of a vapour is reduced below its saturation temperature. 

II. CHANNEL CLASSIFICATION 

Many classification of channel have been proposed but here we consider the well-known kandlikar and grande method. In this 

method they consider a hydraulic diameter of channel. 

Hydraulic diameter denoted by 𝐷ℎ . 
Mathematically, 

𝐷ℎ =  
4𝐴𝑐

𝑃
 

If the hydraulic diameter  Dh ≥ 3 mm then the channel is called conventional channel or macro channel. 

If the hydraulic diameter Dh between 200 µm to 3 mm (200 µm ≤ Dh ≤ 3 mm) then the channel is called a mini-channel. 

If the hydraulic diameter Dh between 10 µm to 200 µm (10 µm ≤ Dh ≤ 200 µm) then the channel is called a micro-channel. 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Na.liu, jumming Li studied “Experimental study on condensation heat transfer of R32, R152a and R22 in horizontal mini-channel” 

in 2015 and they consider the parameter mass flux, vapor quality, saturation temperature, coolant inlet temperature, channel 

diameter, channel geometry. 

The heat transfer characteristic of R32, R152a and R22 during condensation were experimentally investigated in a circular (Dh 

= 1.152 mm) and two square (Dh = 0.952 and 1.304 mm) horizontal mini-channels. 

In experiments used saturation temperature from 30  to 50 C, mass fluxes from 200 to 80 kg/m2s and vapour qualities from 0.1 

to 0.9. 
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Fig. 1: Experiment Setup 

 Effect of the parameters on heat transfer coefficients: 

 Mass flux: 

The heat transfer coefficient increase with increasing mass flux and vapour quality. The mass flux effect on the heat transfer 

coefficients is not as strong in the low vapour quality region implying that the surface tension and gravity effect are more important 

there. 

 Saturation Temperature: 

The heat transfer coefficient decrease with increasing saturation temperature, vapour density increasing then liquid density 

decreasing with increasing saturation temperature. The vapour velocity (uv = Gx/ρv) then decreasing and the liquid velocity (ul = 

G(1-x)/ρl) increases which reduces the vapour-liquid velocity differences as the saturation temperature increases for the same 

mass-flux and vapour quality. 

 Coolant temperature: 
Refrigerant saturation temperature and mass flux varying coolant inlet temperature to check that the heat transfer coefficient are not sensitive to 

the coolant situation. The coolant inlet temperature has negligible effect on the heat transfer coefficient therefore the heat transfer coefficients 

are not sensitive to the coolant inlet condition. 

 Channel Diameter: 

The heat transfer coefficient decrease with increasing channel diameter with the heat transfer coefficient differences between the 

two square mini-channels increasing with the vapour quality. This is shows that the condensation heat transfer can be enhanced by 

decreasing the channel diameter for the same flow conditions. 

 Channel Geometry: 

Regarding the effect of channel geometry, there was some enhancement in heat transfer caused by surface tension-induced liquid 

film at a lower mass flux condition for the rectangular channels. At higher mass flux region, it seemed that the flow velocity was 

reduced at the corner edges and lower heat transfer coefficients were then obtained. Heat transfer coefficient in the #1 square mini 

channel is larger than those in the circular mini channels. The heat transfer coefficient in the #1 square mini channel are enhanced 

by the surface tension effect for vapour qualities less than 0.5 compared with the data in the circular mini channel. 

IV. METHODOLOGY OF WORK 

Using the condensation heat transfer correlations for annular flow and find its predicted heat transfer coefficient using  Refprop-

9.0 and thermodynamics equations. Also we know the experimentally heat transfer coefficient from Literature then find the 

MAD(mean absolute deviation). 

 Annular Flow condensation heat transfer correlations: 

 Akers and Rosson Correlation: 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.026𝑅𝑒𝐿
0.8𝑃𝑟𝐿

0.333((
x

1−x
)(

ρL

ρV
)0.5 + 1)0.8           (1) 
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 Cavallini and zecchin correlation: 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.05𝑅𝑒𝐿
0.8𝑃𝑟𝐿

0.333((
x

1−x
)(

ρL

ρV
)0.5 + 1)0.8      (2) 

 Shah correlation: 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.023𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑜
0.8𝑃𝑟𝐿

0.4{1 + 3.8[
𝑥/(1−𝑥)]0.76

𝑝𝑟𝑑
0.38 }(1 − 𝑥)0.8 (3) 

 Chen ET. Al. Correlation: 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.018 (
𝜌𝐿

𝜌𝑉
)

0.39

(
𝜇𝑣

𝜇𝐿
)

0.078

𝑅𝑒𝐿
0.2(𝑅𝑒𝐿𝑜 − 𝑅𝑒𝐿)0.7𝑃𝑟𝐿

0.65    (4) 

 Dobson Et.Al Correlation: 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.023𝑅𝑒𝐿
0.8𝑃𝑟𝐿

0.3(
2.61

𝑋𝑢
0.805)                     (5) 

 Wang ET. Al Correlation: 

𝑁𝑢 = 0.0274𝑃𝑟𝐿𝑅𝑒𝐿
0.6792𝑥0.2268∅𝑣/𝑥𝑛 

∅𝑣
2 = 1.376 + 8𝑋𝑢

1.665                                          (6) 

 Bohdal ET. Al Correlation: 

𝑁𝑢 = 25.08𝑅𝑒𝐿
0.258𝑃𝑟𝐿

−0.495𝑃𝑟𝑑
−0.288[

𝑥

1−𝑥
]0.266     (7) 

Using above correlation and find the prediction condensation heat transfer coefficient. After finding the prediction condensation 

heat transfer coefficient value find the MAD (mean absolute deviation) value in percentage. Minimum value of MAD, that’s called 

a assessment correlation for annular flow condensation heat transfer coefficient. 

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION:   

Here check the MAD and conclude that Akers and Rosson correlation is most suitable for mini channel compare to other types of 

correlations. Also Wang et.al and shah correlation is better performs for mini channels. 

Results is consider for using refrigerant R-22, R-32, and R152a, and different mini channel circular( Dh= 1.152 mm) mini 

channel, #1 square (Dh= 0.952 mm) mini channel, #2 square ( Dh= 1.304 mm) mini channel, saturation temperatures from 30 C 

to 50 C, mass fluxes from 200 to 800 kg/m2s and vapour qualities from 0.1 to 0.9. 

The 209 experimental data as indicated in table 3.1 are used for the comparative study of the flow condensation heat transfer 

correlations as described above. The criterion used for evaluation is the mean absolute relative deviations (MAD). By the way, the 

mean relative deviations (MRD) is used to check whether a correlations has an over-prediction or under prediction in general. 

MAD =  
1

N
∑ (

h(i)pred−h(i)exp

h(i)exp
)N

i=1        (8) 

Table-1 

MAD calculation 

No Correlation name Refrigerant Hydraulic Dia. mm Channel type MAD % 

1 Akers R22 0.952 #1 square 18.47 

2 Wang et.al R22 0.952 #1 square 21.06 

3 Bchandal R22 0.952 #1 square 32.11 

4 Shah R22 0.952 #1 square 32.18 

5 Cavallini et.al R22 0.952 #1 square 56.30 

6 Chen et.al R22 0.952 #1 square 74.43 

      

8 Cavallini et.al R22 1.304 #2 square 27.91 

9 Wang et.al R22 1.304 #2 square 33.26 

10 Chen et.al R22 1.304 #2 square 38.43 

11 Shah R22 1.304 #2 square 41.47 

12 Dobson R22 1.304 #2 square 64.06 

13 Bchandal R22 1.304 #2 square 85.41 

      

14 Cavallini . R32 1.152 Circular 10.32 

15 Akers R32 1.152 Circular 14.6 

16 Shah R32 1.152 Circular 19.33 

17 Wang et.al R32 1.152 Circular 17.20 

18 Akers R32 0.952 #1 square 24.86 
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19 Wang et.al R32 0.952 #1 square 30.80 

20 Shah R32 0.952 #1 square 37.50 

      

21 Akers R32 1.304 #2 square 24.31 

22 Wang et.al R32 1.304 #2 square 27.57 

23 Shah R32 1.304 #2 square 30.5 

      

24 Bchandal R152a 0.952 #1 square 17.87 

25 Wang et.al R152a 0.952 #1 square 30.69 

26 Akers R152a 0.952 #1 square 36.40 

27 Cavallini et.al R152a 0.952 #1 square 41.00 

28 Shah R152a 0.952 #1 square 54.22 

29 Chen et.al R152a 0.952 #1 square 59.05 

30 Dobson R152a 0.952 #1 square 72.75 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The experimental results for R32, R152a, and R22 shows that the heat transfer coefficient for R152a are the largest while those for 

R22 the smallest of the three refrigerants. Thus results indicate that R32 and R152a are good substitutes for R22 in light of the 

condensation heat transfer results. In present research we concluded that Akers and Rosson correlation is most suitable for mini 

channel. Also wang et.al. And Shah Correlation is better performing for mini channel. 
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